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Preface 
 
 
This publication presents the proceedings of the international conference ‘Memory of the World in the 
Digital Age: Digitization and Preservation’ which was held in Vancouver, Canada, from 26 to 28 
September 2012. 

More than 500 experts and other interested persons from all regions of the world participated in 
this knowledge-sharing and policy-driving event to discuss and exchange opinions on how to protect the 
world’s documentary heritage. Although this heritage is the record of knowledge, its physical carriers 
are extremely vulnerable and can easily disappear without a trace. Whether recorded on a clay tablet or 
an electronic tablet, our methods of sharing content and knowledge need to be protected. 

It is impossible to exaggerate the importance of documentary heritage in our lives. It governs our 
actions whether these relate to creating the basis of mutual respect between different civilizations and 
communities or building knowledge societies. Documentary heritage provides the foundation of peace, 
our identity and knowledge.  

UNESCO’s interest in this subject matter is as fundamental as its constitution with its mandate to 
contribute to building peace through the spread of knowledge from improved access to printed and 
published materials. These core materials, our documentary heritage, have been preserved in archives, 
libraries and museums for generations. 

But while measures needed to maintain access to print materials are globally understood, the 
newer challenges related to preserving digital information are not keeping pace with technological 
development. The need for dedicated hardware and software, associated with their rapid obsolescence, 
hamper our ability to keep invaluable content accessible. Unless timely migration to newer 
technologies, operating systems and software platforms is assured, we face the risk developing digital 
Alzheimer’s. 

UNESCO’s expectation from this Conference was to obtain a better definition of our expected role, 
and our contribution to setting a global digital agenda. The UNESCO/UBC Vancouver Declaration sets 
out specific recommendations which we will be implementing and incorporating into our digital 
strategy. Likewise, we expect that our Member States, professional organizations and private sector 
bodies will also implement the recommendations addressed to them. 

Only through collaborative strategic alliances can we overcome the major challenges threatening 
the preservation of digital information. We believe that the presentations featured in this publication 
provide the basis for a global commitment to preserving the memory of our world in this digital age. 

 
 

Assistant Director-General 
for Communication and Information 
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File Viewers 
Examining On-the-Fly File Format Conversion 

Lois Enns1 and Gurp Badesha2 

Records Manager, City of Surrey; 2Functional Application Specialist, City of Surrey 

Abstract 
File viewers are utility applications that identify file formats and render source files in human-readable 
form using on-the-fly file format conversion and without triggering a native application. While many 
archives follow a file format conversion strategy for long-term digital preservation, other organizations 
may experience significant barriers to this preservation strategy in terms of resources, technology, risks, 
and drivers. Working within an InterPARES 3 general study, co-investigators at the City of Surrey tested 
six file viewer products to answer four research questions: how do file viewers work; what software is 
available for use; how accurately do file viewers render files; and what role might file viewers play in 
digital preservation. Based on test results, opportunities were identified for using file viewers as a 
component of a digital preservation strategy to reduce resource requirements, extend backwards 
compatibility, and improve electronic appraisal procedures. 

Authors 
Lois Evans has a Master of Information Studies from the University of Toronto, and has worked in local 
government for nine years as a district archivist and records manager, now with the City of Surrey. As a 
co-investigator on the UBC InterPARES 3 project, Lois developed an end-to-end procedure for appraising 
files on shared drives and migrating records to an electronic records management system, and published 
the Shared Drive Migration Toolkit. Lois has written on e-government and e-records for a number of 
publications. 

Gurp Badesha has a Bachelor in Interactive Arts and Technology from Simon Fraser University, and has 
worked in local government at the City of Surrey for three years as a records coordinator and functional 
application specialist on the electronic records management system. Gurp participated in the shared drive 
migration project, and wrote the Utility Applications Guide which accompanies the Shared Drive 
Migration Toolkit. 

 

During the UBC InterPARES 3 case study on developing a production-oriented procedure for appraising 
and migrating files from shared drives to an electronic content management (ECM) system (Rogers et al., 
2010), the InterPARES co-investigators at the City of Surrey identified and adopted a number of utility 
applications to expedite our work. These utility applications included: a disk space manager, used to 
collect drive statistics, analyse file formats, create historical profiles, and facilitate metadata discovery; a 
file manager, used to apply unique identifiers and rename records; a duplication finder, used to identify 
and remove byte-by-byte duplicates; a format identifier, used to identify and resolve missing file 
extensions; and a empty folder identifier, used to count and remove empty folders. These activities are 
described in the Shared Drive Migration Toolkit (Enns and Badesha 2011). Although over 285 file 
formats were identified during the course of the project, only 47 file formats were confirmed as records 
suitable for migration, and only two of these file formats were found to be obsolete. These two file 
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formats (.ptn and .dwt) represented only 18 files out of 98,197 selected for migration. The remaining 45 
file formats could be opened using available native applications. 

The Surrey case study did not address digital preservation. Although many of the migrated records 
were scheduled for permanent retention, conversion to preservation formats was determined to be out of 
scope for the project, due to a number of barriers. Resource constraints included lack of disk storage 
space, staff capacity, staff time, and lack of documented standard operating procedures. Technical 
difficulties included a lack of capacity to manage bulk conversions and related metadata in either the 
source or target environments. Additionally, none of the conversion drivers identified in ANSI/ARMA 16-
2007 The Digital Records Conversion Process (American National Standards Institute 2007)—such as 
retention requirements, operational factors, or regulatory or legal factors (p. 4)—appeared to fit the 
situation. Finally, the risk of “degradation or loss of the accuracy, completeness, authenticity, and 
integrity of the records” (p. 1) for format conversion appeared high, considering in the migration work 
already underway. For these reasons, both the records management and the information technology teams 
were reluctant to commit to a conversion strategy at this time. 

As well, the records team were aware that the file formats in the Surrey environment appraised for 
migration were not necessarily subject to immediate technical obsolescence, since only two formats and 
18 files were obsolete. Given that the vast majority of the files were not obsolete and did not appear to be 
under thread of obsolescence, the records team wondered whether the question of file conversion might 
be postponed indefinitely. Around the same time, the records team tested an ECM-integrated file viewer 
module that allowed users to open and annotate specialty drawing files (i.e., .dwg) without using the 
native application (i.e., AutoCAD). Although subsequent testing revealed that the module was not well-
integrated to the ECM system (and it was not adopted), the idea that a file viewer might somehow extend 
the life of a file format was appealing. 

As a secondary consideration, the records team found that during file appraisal activities, opening 
files to validate contents was a time-consuming activity. Only a few applications could be effectively 
managed on a computer task bar, and time was spent waiting for applications to open and files to load, 
and in flipping between native and utility applications. A file viewer supported multiple formats from a 
single point was worth pursuing. 

In May 2011, the InterPARES 3 Team Canada members approved a general study on file viewers. 
Four areas of interest were identified: how do file viewers work; what software is available for use; how 
accurately do file viewers render files; and what role might file viewers play in digital preservation. Over 
the course of the next year, these questions were examined by the two Surrey con-investigators, with 
participation by two graduate research assistants, and input from members of Team Canada at bi-annual 
workshops. Study activities included: a literature review; correspondence with file viewer developers; 
selection of file viewer products for testing; development of basic product comprehension and creation of 
a test environment; identification of file formats, properties, characteristics, and files for testing; testing of 
products and collection of data; and examination of results. 

2. Literature Review 

A number of articles mentioning file viewers are found in software and computer engineering journals, 
primarily with respect to the role of file viewers in software design. For example, an article on a product 
called GroupKit mentions a file viewer in the context of enabling users’ views of text documents in a 
conferencing environment (Roseman and Greenberg 1995, p. 6). Other articles mention file viewers in the 
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context of software programming, along with other types of viewers: a directory viewer, an error viewer, 
an execution viewer, a software landscape viewer, and an interface viewer (Manoridis et al. 1993 pp. 16, 
18) and a project viewer and a graph viewer (Anderson and Teitelbaum 2001, p. 3). Evidently, file 
viewers are one of a number of viewers used to interpret machine language into human-readable form. 

Adjacent to this work are articles on file format identification, a component of file viewing. There 
are at least three computer-based methods for determining file formats: extension-based detection; magic-
numbers-based detection; and content-based detection (Amirani et al. 2008). Essentially, the extension-
based approach uses file names and mime types; the magic number approach uses the “secret” numbers 
hidden in file headers; and the content-based approach references “fileprints” through different types of 
frequency analysis (McDaniel and Heydari 2002 and Amirani et al.). Scattered through these technical 
articles are suggestions as to why file format identification work is important, including: detection of 
changes made by a malicious user; dealing with proprietary file types; obsolescence (Dhanalakshmi and 
Chellappan 2009); and the need “to preserve data beyond the life of a particular piece of software” 
(McHenry et al. 2009). 

Within the format-identification articles, “Towards a Universal, Quantifiable, and Scalable File 
Format Converter” (McHenry et al.) is of particular interest. Here, the authors express concern that since 
“not every format supports the same data content” (p. 140), data is dropped when a file is converted from 
one format to another. In order to minimize the data lost during conversions, they propose a “polyglot,” or 
“a framework for measuring the quality of individual conversions and allowing for the use of this 
information in choosing optimal conversion paths” (p. 146). They note that, “Aside from the ability to 
convert between many formats another useful application of such a potentially ‘universal’ converter is in 
the form of a ‘universal viewer.’ Given the ability to view one format in each domain, one could 
potentially view them all with such a converter by converting every file to this target format…” (p. 146). 
With many archival and records institutions following conversion and/or pathway strategies for long-term 
digital preservation, a universal file viewer that converts source formats to destination formats “on the 
fly” presents intriguing new possibilities. 

Focusing on file formats, a number of articles and project reports in the library and archives realm 
examine the significant properties of file formats or “the characteristics of digital objects that must be 
preserved over time in order to ensure the continued accessibility, usability, and meaning of the objects” 
(Wilson 2007a, p. 15). Many digital preservation projects (e.g., Investigating Significant Properties of 
Electronic Content over Time [InSPECT], Creative Archiving at Michigan and Leeds Emulating the Old 
On the New [CAMiLEON], Consortium of Research Libraries Exemplars in Digital Archives [CEDARS], 
Preservation and Long-term Access through Networked Services [PLANETS]) and national archives (e.g., 
National Archives of Australia, National Archives and Records Administration [US], The National 
Archives [UK]) have published papers or web articles on significant properties, also called “significant 
characteristics” or “essential characteristics”. Significant properties provide a means of measuring whether 
a preservation strategy such as migration or emulation is successful, by comparing how well a target file 
retains the properties found in the source file. The “Significant Properties Report” (Wilson 2007b) provides 
a useful overview, beginning with a reference to “Canonicalization: A Fundamental Tool to Facilitate 
Preservation and Management of Digital Information” which notes, “We want to be able to guarantee that 
for a given object the reformatted version is equivalent to the original version with regard to some specific 
set of object characteristics” (Lynch as quoted in Wilson 2007b, p. 5). 

An important shift in the significant properties discussion came with the general acceptance that 
digital objects “do not need to remain in a state that is unchanged from their original state in order for 
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them to be considered authentic” (Wilson, 2007b, p. 4). Instead, “A record is considered essentially 
complete and uncorrupted if the message meant to communicate in order to achieve its purpose is 
unaltered” (as quoted in Wilson 2007b, p. 4). However, there is an ensuing problem as what is considered 
“essential” varies from audience to audience. For example, when looking at medieval manuscripts, an 
audience interested in text analysis would consider the text of a document to be essential, while an 
audience interested in literary metaphor would insist that the illustrative and design components as 
important as the text. Despite a “pressing need” to “develop a methodology, and begin identifying 
quantifiable sets of significant properties for specific classes of digital object[s]” (Wilson 2007b, p. 7), 
there is no definitive set of significant properties available. Although some studies provide examples of 
significant properties for audio, email, raster images, and structured text (Grace 2009), the InSPECT 
Framework Report reflects a general move towards developing a methodology or framework whereby 
“an evaluator operating in a curatorial institution can determine the properties that they consider to be 
essential based on their interpretation of acceptable loss” (Knight 2009, p. 9). To this end, institutions 
such as the Library of Congress and the Florida Digital Archives have identified and posted the 
significant properties of interest referenced by their institutions on their websites. 

3. Methods 

Following the literature review, the co-investigators selected file viewer products for testing. Two categories 
of file-viewer software emerged: low-cost file viewers intended as stand-alone products; and more costly 
file viewers intended for integration with other software. This study focused on low-cost, stand-alone 
products costing less than $100 per license. Ease-of-use and the number of format categories covered by the 
product were two other important criteria. A number of Google searches were completed (e.g., “file 
viewers,” “universal viewers,” “best file viewers”) and a preliminary list of products was identified. 

Next, the products were qualified using Download.com, a site featuring software reviews, 
technology news and software downloads, and SouceForge.net, a site for open-source software 
development. Once the products were short-listed, each product website was reviewed to identify the best 
fit for the project, and the final product selection was made. Although open-source file viewers were 
identified, only one open-source file viewer supported two of the six format categories, and an attempt to 
download this product was unsuccessful due to programming requirements. In the end, the products 
selected for testing included: Accessory Software File Viewer ($23.00); FileStream Turbo Browser 
($69.00); GetData Explorer View ($29.95); Irfan View ($10.00 donation); Quick View Plus ($49.00); and 
UV ViewSoft ($25.00). Once the products were selected, the co-investigators contacted the developers 
using email and web forums to ask questions about how file viewers work. In every case, the developers 
were advised that the co-investigators were seeking information for a research paper on file viewers. Most 
of the developers replied, and sufficient information was provided to create a general understanding of 
how file viewers work. 

A test environment was set up to host the six file viewer products. The environment included two 
workstations: a Windows-platform workstation connected to Surrey’s networked computing environment; 
and a Windows-platform personal laptop owned by one of the co-investigators and not connected to the 
network. All of the test files were maintained on the Surrey workstation, and all of the file viewers were 
downloaded to the personal laptop. The test files were transferred from the workstation to the personal 
laptop using a USB drive. Once the six file viewers were loaded to the laptop, the co-investigators spent 
some time orientating to the products, and eventually ran a complete set of test files to confirm their 
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understanding of the products and testing routine. The test run included seven file viewers (including one 
trial version later not adopted), 14 file formats, and nine files for each format, with three files selected 
from three time blocks (1994-1999; 2000-2005; and 2006-2011) to test whether file viewers are to any 
degree backwards compatible. 

With the test environment and file viewers in place, the co-investigators looked for ways to 
measure how well the file viewers rendered files, referencing the significant properties listed on the 
InSPECT, Florida Digital Archives, and the Library of Congress websites for each format category. Here, 
the co-investigators took a somewhat different approach, separating significant properties into two 
somewhat arbitrary groups: properties, which could be determined without opening a file; and 
characteristics, which could only be determined by opening a file. For the purpose of this study, 
properties represent metadata that can be reviewed using a disk space manager, while characteristics 
represent metadata that cannot be viewed using the disk space manager as well as content. In a best-case 
scenario, the two groups would be separated into metadata properties and content characteristics, 
where properties include all metadata and characteristics reflect content alone. 

For all format categories, three properties were consistently identified: Title, Creator, and Date 
Created. Additional properties were identified by file format category: Word Count (for text); Resolution, 
Bit Depth, Width, and Height (for images); and Length, Width, Height, Pixel Aspect Ratio, and Frame 
Rate (for moving images). These properties could be assessed using the Windows operating system 
and/or a file manager utility application, and the native application. Property data was collected and 
reviewed (see Table 3) but did not play a part in determining how well file viewers render files. 

Characteristics that could be assessed using file viewers included: Header and Footer, Font Size and 
Colour, Images/Diagrams, Bullets and Numbering, Print, Hyperlinks, Page Count, and Text Search (for 
text); Font Size and Colour, Cells, Formulas, Macros and Links, Frames/Page Breaks (for data); Font Size 
and Colour, Sender, Receiver, Name, Date Sent, Date Received, Subject, Attachments, Body, Signature (for 
email); Division, Paragraph, Image, Link, Frame (for web); Font Size and Colour; Colour, Scalability, 
Sharpness, Page Number (for drawings); Colour, Completeness (for images); and Colour, Sound, and Back 
and Forward Navigation (for moving images). Mandatory characteristics (on which the later pass/fail 
assessments were made) are displayed in regular font, while optional characteristics are displayed in italic 
font. Some characteristics, such as slide presentation and animation (.ppt) or formulas, macros, and links 
(.xls) were not represented by any of the file viewers. The lack of conversion of these characteristics is also 
common to .pdf format conversion. These characteristics were treated as non-mandatory. 

Of the 45 file formats migrated to the Surrey ECM system, only 12 file formats represented at least 
500 files and up to 18 years worth of instances. These file formats became the focus of file viewer testing 
and included: .doc, .pdf, .ppt, .xls, .msg, .htm, .dwg, .vsd, .jpg, .tif, .mov, and .avi. While the selection of 
formats chosen by another organization might differ, the co-investigators felt that these formats were 
quite common, and represented formats they would need a file viewer to render if it was to be used in any 
appreciable way for production purposes. Once the formats were selected, significant care was taken to 
ensure that files chosen for testing presented the properties and characteristics of interest, and files were 
chosen from each of three time blocks (except for .avi, where only files from 2006-2011 were found). The 
testing was done twice, using two different sets of nine files for each of the 12 formats. 

During preliminary testing, a discovery was made that four out of the six viewers could not render 
Microsoft files in the “.x” file formats (i.e., .docx, .pptx, .xlsx), designed to meet the Office Open XML 
standard. Additionally, the file viewers could open .htm files but rendered the files as text representations 
with style tags, without graphic representation. The reason for the “.xml” gap in the file viewers is not 
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known. Perhaps the developers of these products do not consider .xml file formats problematic, assuming 
that these files will be viewed using a web browser or editor. Or perhaps the .xml file formats are too 
new, and the developers have not had time to bundle in an appropriate viewer. At any rate, these file 
formats were removed from the test sample. 

In addition, two test files could not be opened in the native application and were considered 
corrupted. These files were removed and replaced. 

Once the files were selected and placed on the workstation and the laptop, the six file viewers were 
tested. Each file was opened on the workstation using the native application, and then on the laptop using 
the file viewer. Using a file format instance chart (see Table 4, 5), each characteristic presented on the 
laptop was compared to the workstation, and given a pass or fail. In total, 72 file format instance charts 
were completed. 

Using the file format instance charts, a determination was made as to whether or not the file viewer 
successfully rendered the file format for the time block. A pass meant that all mandatory characteristics 
were successfully rendered (see Tables 6, 7, 8). The formats were then grouped, and the file viewer was 
given a pass or fail for the format category (see Table 9). 

4. Results 

The results are presented with reference to the four research questions posed for the IP3 General Study. 

4  

In general, file viewers work by identifying file formats through header information, magic numbers, or 
content, and then rendering the content in human-readable form. Some file formats are rendered “as is” 
from the source file, while others are converted on-the-fly from the source format to a target format that 
can be rendered. In order to extend their file format rendering capabilities, file viewers often consist of a 
number of viewers bundled together. For example, one respondent noted their product used viewers from 
Internet Explorer (for text, html, and Microsoft Object Linking and Embedding or OLE files); Leadtools 
(for image files); and Delphi (for data files with open database compliancy or ODBC), while another 
product leveraged the Microsoft Internet Explorer engine (for html files); a doc-rtf converter (for text 
files); and Delphi (for data files). A third respondent referred to “third-party libraries,” and a fourth noted 
the use of “outside-in” libraries which convert “foreign” formats to a generic format that leverages a 
standard viewer. As noted by one respondent, file viewers are “actually rendering a much smaller number 
of standard formats” than the 100 to 300 file formats commonly listed in their product information. The 
file viewer bundling approach was demonstrated during testing, when all six of the file viewers tested 
launched Adobe Reader to render .pdf files. 

In some cases, the file viewer product is intended for specific format categories—for example, 
IrfanView is intended for use with image and audio/video file formats only, while FileStream Turbo 
Browser is intended for wider use and extends to six format categories. During the product selection 
phase, the types of format categories targeted by the products were captured (see Table 1). Based on this 
product information, the co-investigators expected that the FileStream Turbo Browser and Quick View 
Plus viewers would perform the best during testing. 
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Table 1. File Viewer Rendering Capabilities by File Format Type (based on product information). 

Products Text Data Email Drawings Images Moving 
Images 

Accessory Software File 
Viewer Yes Yes No No Yes Yes 

FileStream Turbo Browser Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

GetData Explorer View Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes 

IrfanView No No No No Yes Yes 

Quick View Plus Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No 

UV ViewSoft Yes No No No Yes Yes 

 
The more costly file viewers intended for integration with other software often offered additional features 
in concert with file rendering: format conversion; editing; annotation, redaction, and integration. These 
features were less common in the lower cost file viewers investigated in this study (see Table 2). 

Table 2. File Viewer Additional Features (based on product information). 

Products Format 
Conversion Edit Annotation Redaction Product 

Integration 
Accessory Software File 
Viewer No No No No No 

FileStream Turbo Browser Yes Yes No No No 

GetData Explorer View No No No No No 

IrfanView No No No No Yes 

Quick View Plus No No No No No 

UV ViewSoft No No No No Yes 

 

4.2 What Software Is Available For Use? 

As mentioned, available software falls into two categories: low-cost file viewers, intended as stand-alone 
products; and more costly file viewers, intended for integration with other software. The focus of this 
study was low-cost file viewers, and there are dozens products available, beyond the six products selected 
for this study. 
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4.3 How Accurately Do File Viewers Render Files? 

As mentioned, a number of metadata properties were reviewed using a disk space manager and were not 
considered as part of the file viewer testing. These properties were collected in tables, reviewed, and set 
aside (see Table 3). 

Table 3. File Format Properties (.doc). 

DOC Title Creator Date Created Word Count 

1994 to 1999 
File 1 Tracer Introduction and Configuration.doc Administrators 1996-08-06 9:00 206 
File 2 Instructions to Upgrading Firewall.doc Administrators 1996-10-03 8:52 697 
File 3 DCT CSDC Documentation Amanda 3.doc SURREY\LSA 1996-08-26 10:49 5472 

2000 to 2005 
File 1 DCT Audit Report Procure Audit Report.doc SURREY\NAJ 2000-01-13 16:21 4293 

File 2 
Steps for Renaming Production 
databases.doc 

SURREY\BL8 2002-07-09 14:12  

File 3 DCT Old Pre 7 4 Documents Cognos 1.doc SURREY\IAM 2000-01-17 07:10 363 
2006 to 2011 

File 1 
DCT IP3 Creator Preserver Responsibilities 
V 03 0.doc 

SURREY\LE2 2009-05-22 13:03  

File 2 
SOW Storage Solution Facilities Plans 2008 
08 25 v01 0.doc 

SURREY\LE2 2008-08-26 07:27 935 

File 3 DCT Master List 2011.doc SURREY\EAG 2010-12-02 11:00  

 
Next, file format characteristics of the files were compared using the native application rendering of the 
source file on the workstation, and the file viewer rendering of the file on the laptop. These results were 
recorded in 72 file viewer instants charts (i.e., six file viewers x 12 file formats). Nine files were tested for 
each format, with three files from each time period (i.e., 648 files). The characteristics were charted, with 
mandatory characteristics in regular font and optional characteristics in italics (see Table 4). 

Table 4. File Viewer Instance Chart Showing Pass Results (.doc). 

ACCESSORY SOFTWARE FILE VIEWER 

DOC Header/ 
Footer Font Images/ 

Diagrams Bullets  Page 
Count 

Text 
Search Print 

1994 to 1999 
File 1 PASS PASS PASS PASS N/A PASS PASS PASS 
File 2 PASS PASS N/A PASS PASS PASS PASS PASS 
File 3 PASS PASS PASS PASS PASS PASS PASS PASS 

2000 to 2005 
File 1 PASS PASS PASS PASS PASS PASS PASS PASS 
File 2 PASS PASS PASS PASS PASS PASS PASS PASS 
File 3 PASS PASS PASS PASS N/A PASS PASS PASS 

2006 to 2011 
File 1 PASS PASS PASS PASS PASS PASS PASS PASS 
File 2 PASS PASS PASS PASS N/A PASS PASS PASS 
File 3 PASS PASS N/A PASS PASS PASS PASS PASS 
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For each characteristic, the co-investors compared the native application rendering of a file with the file 
viewer rendering of the same file, and marked the file viewer characteristic with a pass or fail. Based on 
the mandatory characteristics, the file viewer passed (see Table 4) or failed (see Table 5). Although a file 
viewer was given a fail if just one mandatory characteristic failed, in most cases, the results of the test 
were fairly obvious, with a number of fails noted (see Table 5). If the characteristic was not present, it 
was marked as “N/A” (not applicable). 

Table 5. File Viewer Instance Chart Showing Fail Results (.doc). 

GETDATA EXPLORER VIEW 

DOC Header/ 
Footer Font Images/ 

Diagrams Bullets  Page 
Count 

Text 
Search Print 

1994 to 1999 
File 1 FAIL FAIL FAIL FAIL N/A FAIL PASS PASS 
File 2 FAIL FAIL N/A FAIL FAIL FAIL PASS PASS 
File 3 FAIL FAIL FAIL FAIL FAIL FAIL PASS PASS 

2000 to 2005 
File 1 FAIL PASS PASS FAIL FAIL FAIL PASS PASS 
File 2 FAIL PASS PASS FAIL FAIL FAIL PASS PASS 
File 3 FAIL PASS PASS FAIL N/A FAIL PASS PASS 

2006 to 2011 
File 1 FAIL PASS PASS FAIL FAIL FAIL PASS PASS 
File 2 FAIL PASS PASS FAIL N/A FAIL PASS PASS 
File 3 FAIL PASS N/A FAIL FAIL FAIL PASS PASS 

 
The pass/fails for each file viewer and all 12 file formats were compiled into three charts, showing the 
performance of the file viewer on the three time blocks: newer files dated from 2006 to 2011; somewhat 
older files from 2000 to 2005; and older files from 1994 to 1999 (see Tables 6, 7, and 8). 

Table 6: File Viewer Capabilities by File Format (2006-2011). 

File Viewer DOC PDF PPT XLS MSG HTM DWG VSD JPG TIF MOV AVI 

Accessory Software 
File Viewer PASS PASS FAIL PASS FAIL PASS FAIL FAIL PASS PASS FAIL PASS 

FileStream Turbo 
Browser FAIL PASS PASS PASS PASS PASS PASS FAIL PASS PASS PASS PASS 

GetData Explorer View FAIL PASS PASS PASS FAIL PASS FAIL FAIL PASS PASS FAIL FAIL 

Irfan View FAIL FAIL FAIL FAIL FAIL PASS FAIL FAIL PASS PASS FAIL PASS 

 PASS PASS PASS PASS PASS PASS PASS PASS PASS PASS FAIL FAIL 

UV ViewSoft PASS PASS FAIL PASS FAIL PASS FAIL FAIL PASS PASS PASS PASS 
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Table 7. File Viewer Capabilities by File Format (2000-2005) 

File Viewer DOC PDF PPT XLS MS
G 

HT
M 

DW
G VSD JPG TIF MO

V AVI 

Accessory Software 
File Viewer PASS PASS FAIL PASS FAIL PASS FAIL FAIL PASS PASS FAIL N/A 

FileStream Turbo 
Browser FAIL PASS PASS PASS PASS PASS PASS FAIL PASS PASS PASS N/A 

GetData Explorer 
View FAIL PASS FAIL PASS FAIL PASS FAIL FAIL PASS PASS FAIL N/A 

Irfan View FAIL FAIL FAIL FAIL FAIL PASS FAIL FAIL PASS PASS FAIL N/A 

Quick View Plus PASS PASS PASS PASS PASS PASS PASS PASS PASS PASS FAIL N/A 

UV ViewSoft PASS PASS FAIL PASS FAIL PASS FAIL FAIL PASS PASS PASS N/A 
 

Table 8. File Viewer Capabilities by File Format (1994-1999) 

File Viewer DOC PDF PPT XLS MS
G 

HT
M 

DW
G VSD JPG TIF MO

V AVI 

Accessory Software 
File Viewer PASS PASS FAIL PASS FAIL PASS FAIL FAIL PASS PASS FAIL N/A 

FileStream Turbo 
Browser FAIL PASS PASS PASS PASS PASS PASS FAIL PASS PASS PASS N/A 

GetData Explorer 
View FAIL PASS FAIL FAIL FAIL PASS FAIL FAIL PASS PASS FAIL N/A 

Irfan View FAIL FAIL FAIL FAIL FAIL PASS FAIL FAIL PASS PASS FAIL N/A 

Quick View Plus PASS PASS PASS PASS PASS PASS PASS PASS PASS PASS FAIL N/A 

UV ViewSoft FAIL PASS FAIL PASS FAIL PASS FAIL FAIL PASS PASS PASS N/A 

 
None of the file viewers successfully rendered all 12 file formats. Two file viewers were able to open 10 
out of 12 formats: FileStream Turbo Browser and Quick View Plus. While Turbo Browser was unable to 
open .doc and .vsd files, Quick View was unable to open .mov or .avi files. Interestingly, all file viewers 
rendered the .jpg and .tif image files, for all three time blocks. 

Using the File Viewer Capabilities by File Format charts, a final chart was created, indicating File 
Viewer Rendering Capabilities by File Format Type (see Table 9). A diagonal bar was used to indicate 
where the test results did not match expectations. 

In terms of results, all file viewers successfully rendered at least one file format category. However, 
in the context of the Surrey testing and test environment, only Quick View Plus test results matched the 
expected results from product information. Overall, file viewers were more backward compatible than 
expected, and, in general, if a file viewer could render a file format, it could render older versions of the 
file format. (There were only two exceptions: GetData Explorer View, for .ppt in 2000-2005 and 1994-
1999 and for .xls in 1994-1999; and UV ViewSoft Viewer, for .doc in 1994-1999.) Image file formats 
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(i.e., .jpg, .tif) were rendered by all six file viewers, while other formats were not rendered by a number of 
file viewers (i.e., .doc, .ppt, .msg, .dwg, .vsd, .mov). 

In terms of results, all file viewers successfully rendered at least one file format category. However, 
in the context of the Surrey testing and test environment, only Quick View Plus test results matched the 
expected results from product information. Overall, file viewers were more backward compatible than 
expected, and, in general, if a file viewer could render a file format, it could render older versions of the 
file format. (There were only two exceptions: GetData Explorer View, for .ppt in 2000-2005 and 1994-
1999 and for .xls in 1994-1999; and UV ViewSoft Viewer, for .doc in 1994-1999.) Image file formats 
(i.e., .jpg, .tif) were rendered by all six file viewers, while other formats were not rendered by a number of 
file viewers (i.e., .doc, .ppt, .msg, .dwg, .vsd, .mov). 

File viewers also demonstrated the conventional data/content loss limitations commonly noted in 
.pdf conversions, namely that: formulas were not displayed (.xls); slide presentation and animation was 
missing (.ppt); and hyperlinks did not work (.doc). This makes sense, as a number of the file viewers used 
the Adobe Acrobat viewer for on-the-fly conversion as well as .pdf rendering. 

In fact, measuring how well the six file viewers rendered files made the co-investigators more 
aware of .pdf format limitations. There are many benefits to using .pdf as a preservation format: an open 
standard; a strong working group; a new version in development (i.e., PDF Universal Access, or 
PDF/UA); a fixed form that is portable, reliable, and interoperable; and billions of instances in existence. 
However, there are challenges in using the .pdf format for file format conversion. These are challenges 
are outlined (and debated) in a blog thread entitled, “After Flash, PDF Must Die” (Huber, 2012) and 
include: a non-reversible transformation requiring the preservation of native files; content/data loss (e.g., 
formulas, presentation, animation, hyperlinks); and tagging requirements (i.e., to optimize retrieval or re-
use across devices). An interesting argument is made that the .pdf format may be “the software version of 
microfiche,) and that in the future, libraries will need to implement .pdf readers to provide access to the 
billions of files being created today. Time will tell, although it is interesting to note that the .tif format 
was seen as a de facto preservation format through the 1990s and early 2000s and now is regularly passed 
over in favour of the .pdf format. This discussion is continued later on, in the context of non-reversible 
transformation. 

Table 9. File Viewer Rendering Capabilities by File Format Type (based on testing) 
 

Product Text Data Email Drawing Images Moving 
Images 

Accessory 
Software File 
Viewer 

No Yes No No Yes No 

FileStream Turbo 
Browser No Yes Yes No Yes Yes 

GetData Explorer 
View No No No No Yes No 

Irfan View No No No No Yes No 

Quick View Plus Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No 

UV ViewSoft No Yes No No Yes Yes 
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4.4 What Role Might File Viewers Play in Digital Preservation? 

File viewers do allow rendering of file formats on-the-fly, with results similar to digital conversion and 
without the some of the resource requirements, technical difficulties, or migration risks. For the file 
formats selected in the general study, the file viewers proved to be backward compatible, and able to 
render files over an 18-year period, without accessing the native applications. File viewers are useful 
appraisal tools, as files can be rendered without opening native applications which can be difficult to 
effectively manage during appraisal activities. In some environments, file viewers enable access where 
native applications that are not resident in the appraisal environment, and also alleviate software licensing 
costs. For these reasons, file viewers may be considered by some organization to be a viable tool, or even 
a component of a digital preservation strategy. 

File viewers do not overcome problems associated with content/data loss but do underline the 
somewhat overlooked problem of non-reversible transformation. Although some researchers believe that 
digital objects “do not need to remain in a state that is unchanged” (Wilson, 2007b, p. 4), researchers on the 
CAMiLEON project participants noted that, “Existing methods of preserving digital data often fall short of 
accurately preserving and authentically rendering an original digital document...” and that, “There are many 
drawbacks with this strategy of ‘traditional migration’... Any errors or omissions from a transformation will 
propagate...” (Mellor et al., 2002, p. 517). In the CAMiLEON project, “migration on request” was proposed 
as an alternative strategy to migration conversion. Here, a “digital object is simply archived in its original 
format,” based on “the principle of always maintaining the original bytestream” (p. 518). The standard for 
preservation conversion was reversible transformation, as “the only way of ensuring a migration step has 
been completed without error is by the proof of reversible migration” (p. 519). 

The problem with both preservation migration and file viewer conversion is that content is often 
lost through the representation of the native byte stream in the new format. Through this examination of 
file viewers, the most important consideration was how to assess the file viewers in terms of properties 
and characteristics. Depending on the expectations for properties and characteristics, test results would 
change so that more file viewers might “fail” or “pass.” Although properties, in the sense of file property 
metadata, are clearly conveyed through standards, data dictionaries, and many other forums, 
characteristics are more difficult to assess, and further work is likely needed. Based on this study, there 
are at least three categories of characteristics that are important for assessing file format conversion: 
structure-related (e.g., cells, line breaks, page breaks, tables, and bullets); appearance-related (e.g., font 
size and colour, images, and diagrams), and behaviour- related (e.g., formulas, macros, and slide 
presentation and animations). Similar observations were noted in the InSPECT Significant Properties 
Report (Wilson, 2007b), with reference to content, context, appearance, structure, and behaviour. 

6. Conclusion 

In closing, the co-investigators recognize the migration-conversion approach as the primary digital 
preservation strategy in place in archives today. This strategy provides important risk insurance for digital 
objects, and especially those in danger of immediate obsolescence. For some organizations, the risk of not 
having electronic information available in an accessible format largely outweighs the total costs of file 
migration. However, the migration-conversion strategy is not perfect, as characteristics are often lost 
during file transformations. With many institutions maintaining the native files in addition to a 
preservation copy, opportunities exist to pursue complementary strategies. For these reasons, the co-
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investigators suggest that file viewers provide an opportunity to leverage native files in a digital 
preservation strategy. Here, the co-investigators note an extensive body of work on file formats in 
progress beyond the field of archives and records management, and the need to collaborate with these 
other fields of study, including software development. 

 

The co-investigators would like to acknowledge the work of the InterPARES 3 graduate research 
assistants, Jen Busch and Sergey Kovynev, who participated in the literature review for the General Study 
on File Viewers, the contributions of Dr. Luciana Duranti, InterPARES Project Director, and the input of 
Team Canada members. 
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